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The neuroethology of song learning, production, and maintenance in songbirds presents interesting similari-
ties to human speech. We have developed a biophysical model of the manner in which song could be main-
tained in adult songbirds. This model may inform us about the human counterpart to these processes. In
songbirds, signals generated in nucleus High Vocal center(HVc) follow a direct route along a premotor
pathway to the robust nucleus of the archistriatum(RA) as well as an indirect route to RA through the anterior
forebrain pathway(AFP): the neurons of RA are innervated from both sources. HVc expresses very sparse
bursts of spikes having interspike intervals of about 2 ms. The expressions of these bursts arrive at the RA with
a time differenceDT<50±10 ms between the two pathways. The observed combination of AMPA and NMDA
receptors at RA projection neurons suggests that long-term potentiation and long-term depression can both be
induced by spike timing plasticity through the pairing of the HVc and AFP signals. We present a dynamical
model that stabilizes this synaptic plasticity through a feedback from the RA to the AFP using known connec-
tions. The stabilization occurs dynamically and is absent when the RA→AFP connection is removed. This
requires a dynamical selection ofDT. The model does this, andDT lies within the observed range. Our model
represents an illustration of a functional consequence of activity-dependent plasticity directly connected with
neuroethological observations. Within the model the parameters of the AFP, and thus the magnitude ofDT, can
also be tuned to an unstable regime. This means that destabilization might be induced by neuromodulation of
the AFP.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning and maintenance of song in songbirds present
interesting questions about the basic biological physics of
birdsong. The study of the detailed mechanism and neuro-
physiology of the collection of neurons, called nuclei, con-
stituting the song system of songbirds might also inform
one’s interest in the human speech counterpart of song[1].
Each nucleus consists of the order of 10 000 neurons and is
not homogeneous in its neural composition. Some detail
about the properties of neurons in each nucleus has been
revealed by electrophysiological experiments in the past de-
cade, and we shall review this information as we develop the
model discussed in this paper. Despite the inhomogeneity in
each nucleus, the birdsong nuclei in the premotor pathway
and the nuclei of the anterior forebrain pathway, which is
closely linked with it, appear to act in a cooperative manner
with regard to the timing of signals observed during song
production[2].

Production of song directly involves the premotor path-
way from the nucleus High Vocal center(HVc) (used as a
proper name) to the robust nucleus of the archistriatum(RA)
and then from the RA by projection through the tracheosyn-
ringeal portion of the hypoglossal nucleus to the syrinx
muscles controlling tension in the nonlinear song membrane
and through the nucleus ambiguus and nucleus retroambigu-
alis to the motorneurons controlling respiratory action in the
songbox. The balance between the timing of tension signals
and respiratory signals is thought to control the quality and
details of song production[3,4]. From vocalization in the
songbox there is auditory feedback which plays a critical role
in maintaining song, although the neural correlates of this
auditory pathway remain poorly understood[5].

The knowledge of the neural nuclei involved in song pro-
duction and maintenance has been well reviewed in several
places[6–8]. In Fig. 1 we illustrate the main nuclei involved
in both the direct premotor pathway from the HVc to the RA
and the indirect connection through the anterior forebrain
pathway (AFP) composed of the nuclei area X, which re-
ceives input directly from HVc, the medial nucleus of the
dorsolateral thalamus(DLM ), which acts as an important
relay station receiving inhibition from area X, and the lateral
part of the magnocellular nucleus of the anterior neostratum
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(LMAN ), which receives input from the DLM and projects
both to area X and, as the AFP output, to RA. In addition we
show in a dashed line the known, but unexplored, connection
from the RA to the DLM which will play a role below.

The AFP is known to be important in song development
during the sensory learning period when the juvenile bird
listens to its tutor and is presumed to make a neural template
of its tutor’s song. It is also important in the sensorimotor
learning phase when the bird listens to his own song and
perfects it to resemble the tutor’s instructions. If the AFP is
lesioned during these periods, completion of learning, called
crystallization, occurs prematurely with only poor quality
song resulting. If the AFP is lesioned in an adult, following
crystallization of song, the song remains relatively stable. If
the bird is deafened as an adult, song slowly degenerates, but
simultaneous lesioning of the LMAN prevents this degenera-
tion [9]. This suggests, as noted in[5], that the AFP pro-
cesses input from the HVc to provide a signal to the RA
which can be variable and sculpting of song in the juvenile,
while retaining a role in maintaining adult song.

Experiments on the action of HVc neurons projecting to
the RA along the premotor pathway show that each HVc
neuron fires sparsely, once every motif in a song or about
once every 1000 ms, and during this burst of activity pro-
duces 4.5±2 spikes in a time lasting 6.1±2 ms[10]. HVc
also projects processes to area X, and the evidence is that this
signaling is also sparse with, perhaps, three times the fre-
quency of short bursts observed going to the RA.

The RA acts primarily as a “junction box” processing, in
a one-to-many fashion, elementary signals from HVc→RA

projection neurons and gathering collections of these signals
into population organized instruction signals to the syrinx
and to the respiratory system for song production. In this
paper we will suggest another role for the RA, namely, con-
veying through a closed feedback loop information about the
timing of signals it receives from the HVc and the AFP and
using this information to direct maintenance of song devel-
oped in the sensorimotor phase of learning.

Observations by Kimpo, Doupe, and Theunissen[2] have
demonstrated that neural activity from the output nucleus of
the AFP, LMAN, and from RA activity has two correlation
peaks: one is associated with action in the LMAN occurring
about 10 ms before it arrives by a known neural pathway to
the RA, and the other is associated with direct action from
HVc arriving at the RA followed by a delay of order
50±10 ms associated with the time to traverse the AFP. This
result is remarkable as it shows that the coordinated action of
the AFP maintains precise timing information about HVc
signals even though the signal must pass through several
stations of neural action, namely, area X, then the DLM, and
then the LMAN, each of which will involve unreliable syn-
aptic firing.

The measurements of[2] suggest both that timing is criti-
cal in the operation of the song system, shown in Fig. 1, and
that the nuclei in the AFP though composed of numerous,
unreliable components might be seen as a coherent, coordi-
nated dynamical system in terms of its role in timing of
neural signals to the RA.

In this paper we investigate this picture of the song sys-
tem using the important approximation that cell types in each
nucleus, to the extent they are known, can be represented by
a small number of excitable nonlinear oscillators represented
by conductance based Hodgkin-Huxley(HH) neurons. We
will treat HVc as a fundamental signal generator. It will ini-
tiate, in a manner not addressed here, sparse bursts of high
frequencys613±210 Hzd spikes projecting to the RA and
area X. The RA processes these sparse bursts in a fashion we
have explored elsewhere[11], while the AFP relays these
sparse bursts to the RA producing a time delayDT whose
biophysical origin we will explore.

Using observations on the neural structure of the RA
[12,13] and the distribution of AMPA and NMDA glutamate
receptors, which are ligand gated ion channels, named after
the agonist that activates them, NMDA(N-methyl-D-
asparate) and AMPA (a-amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-
isoxazole-propionate) at the RA[14] along with our previ-
ously explored biophysical model for synaptic plasticity at
AMPA receptors [15], we will investigate the change in
AMPA channel strength as a function ofDT showing that
DT<50 ms is a region where the change in synaptic strength
is nearly zero.

Then we will examine the biophysical origins ofDT in
our model of the AFP and show that such aDT is attributable
to the nature of the inhibition in area X and in its projections
to the DLM. Finally, to connect the apparent utility ofDT
<40 ms at RA neurons in a stabilized song and the dynami-
cally determinedDT in the AFP, we suggest properties for
the known RA→DLM connection which would stabilize the
complete HVc, RA, AFP system. The connection we propose
has not been explored electrophysiologically, and we make

FIG. 1. Diagram of the premotor pathway, HVc and RA nuclei,
and the anterior forebrain pathway, AFP, comprised of area X,
DLM, and LMAN. HVc receives motor instructions which are ex-
pressed as sparse bursts to the RA and to area X. The AFP is a
control and maintenance pathway. Signals from HVc through the
AFP arrive at the RA with a time delayDT<50±10 ms. The ar-
rows at the end of lines represent excitatory couplings; the filled
circles, inhibitory coupling. The dotted line is a known connection
between RA and DLM whose physiological properties are not yet
established.
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suppositions as to its properties. It can be tested in detail
experimentally. It provides one way in which the plasticity in
the RA needed for development of song instructions in the
premotor pathway can be informed of the timing in the AFP.
We will demonstrate that there are regions of parameters in
the AFP network where the full system is stable and could be
the source of stable maintenance of the song, and regions
where the strength of the HVc→RA AMPA connections is
systematically but reversibly weakened permitting the devel-
opment of other song patterns. Neuromodulators, such as
dopamine, may play a role in dictating which regime is se-
lected in various stages of songbird development[16,17].

Our plasticity model[15] was developed in the context of
the small observed changes in AMPA conductivity seen in a
variety of experiments[18]. There is neither a saturation at
high values of the conductivity nor a lower bound at zero
conductivity built into the model, though one could clearly
do that mathematically[19]. The biological physics of the
synaptic strength changes come from the requirement that
the conductivity be greater than or equal to zero, and that the
resources, “silent” AMPA receptors or other biochemical in-
gredients[20,21], in the processes leading to conductivity
augmentation are bounded.

The synaptic plasticity model we use here does not have
these features. Nonetheless, the feedback coupling we iden-
tify allowing the AFP to know whatDT is experienced by
synapses at the RA nucleus leads to finite AMPA conductiv-
ity at the HVc→RA synapses. Removing this feedback leads
to unbounded growth in the AMPA conductivity in our
model. This dynamical stability mechanism may be operat-
ing in feedback loops in other neural systems. Since this
stability is quite robust to the parameters of the model, in
particular to the changes in the excitatory and inhibitory cou-
plings in the network, the principle of stability through feed-
back in neural networks could have broad application.

The model we develop here for the premotor(RA and
HVc) nuclei and the AFP(area X, DLM, and LMAN) nuclei
uses conductance based HH models for each node of the
network and simplified neurotransmitter dynamics at each
connection. We have done our best to reproduce the synaptic
and intrinsic currents known from a variety of experimental
observations, and this results in a somewhat complex model
for the system we study. It is interesting to ask if all this
could be simplified. It is likely that we could have used
rather simpler spiking neural models at most locations in our
network as many of the HH neurons need only have the
ability to produce action potentials to play their role in the
dynamics studied here. However, in at least one instance,
namely, the detailed dynamics of response in the DLM
nucleus, the role of the internal variables of a HH model,
namely, the activation and inactivation dynamics, performs a
key task in determining the timing of signal propagating
around the AFP. These internal dynamical variables are ab-
sent in most simplified spiking neural models. We have cho-
sen, therefore, to present here a model where the full set of
ionic and synaptic currents, as we know them from observa-
tions, are represented, allowing the internal dynamics to un-
fold where required and providing a model with a uniform
representation of the nuclei in the song system. The details of
the currents and the synaptic plasticity model are presented

in an Appendix while the dynamics of the system will be
developed now.

II. THE RA NUCLEUS: STRUCTURE AND PLASTICITY

In this section we first discuss the neural structure of the
RA nucleus and our representation of that structure. Then we
recall our model of synaptic plasticity[15] and apply it to the
particular distribution of AMPA and NMDA receptors ob-
served to be present in the adult zebra finch[14].

A. RA structure

The RA nucleus acts in the main as a “junction box”
translating the sparse signals from each RA projecting HVc
neuron into instructions to the nonlinear tension of muscles
in the syrinx and to the respiratory pressure from the lungs.
The correlated application of tension and pressure to the
songbox has been shown to be the key driving signals to the
songbox in the production of song vocalization[3,4].

Spiro, Dalva, and Mooney[12] have examined the elec-
trophysiology of neuron types in the RA nucleus. They iden-
tified a class of interneurons(INs) which are distinguished
morphologically as well as electrophysiologically from RA
projection neurons(PNs). The PNs and the INs receive ex-
citatory projections both from HVc along the premotor path-
way and from LMAN as the output from the AFP. The INs
also receive excitatory inputs from the PNs, and the INs, in
turn, provide long range GABAergic inhibition to popula-
tions of RA PNs. These populations of PNs project to differ-
ent sets of motor nuclei which coordinate the respiratory
pressure and the nonlinear tension of muscles in the syrinx.

In the absence of input from HVc, and thus from the
LMAN as its activity is induced by HVc signals into the
AFP, the INs are at a resting potential of about −66±3 mV
[12]. In the same setting, the PNs are firing nearly periodi-
cally at about 15–30 Hz. There is also reported to be a weak
mutual excitatory connection among the PNs having their
efferents onto the same type of motor nuclei[22]. These
connections are weak enough that the PNs appear not to be
synchronized. When a burst from HVc arrives at the RA, the
INs are activated and inhibit the low frequency oscillations
of the PNs and allow the PNs to be entrained by the high
frequency signal from HVc. This results in a temporally
more precise pattern of PN firing, and this is relayed to vocal
and respiratory neural nuclei. The PNs outnumber the INs in
RA by an estimated ratio of 30:1.

Our model of the RA nucleus internal structure is shown
in Fig. 2 where we have two PNs and one IN to represent the
nucleus. A larger model with order of 100 PNs projecting to
muscle control and 100 PNs projecting to respiration control
along with 3–5 PNs in each population would be required to
represent the way the RA nucleus distributes command sig-
nals from many HVc RA projecting neurons and determines
details of syllables in each motif of a song[11]. Our focus
here is in the mechanisms which control the synaptic plas-
ticity at the HVc→RA junctions, and what we reveal in our
calculations will be operating at each such junction in a
larger model. We do not develop a model of song production
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here, encompassing a discussion of the full matrix of one-to-
many HVc→RA connections. Our goal is to understand the
dynamics of the synaptic plasticity which can provide stable
connections for the fully developed matrix of connections in
adult songbirds. Our exploration of the song production
through stabilized, and thus fixed over the short-term of song
production, HVc→RA connections is in[11].

B. RA-PNs

The dynamics of the membrane voltage of thej th RA-PN,
VRA-PNjstd, is given by(j =1,2, . . . ,NRA; NRA=2 here) a stan-
dard HH conduction based neuron model along with synaptic
currents associated with the other network connections(see
Fig. 2):

CM
dVRA-PNjstd

dt
= IHH„t,VRA-PNjstd… + IHVc-NMDA„t,VRA-PNjstd…

+ IHVc-AMPA„t,VRA-PNjstd…

+ ILMAN-NMDA„t,VRA-PNjstd…

+ ILMAN-AMPA„t,VRA-PNjstd… + IDC-PNj

+ I IN→PNj„t,VRA-PNjstd…

+ IPN→PNj„t,VRA-PNjstd…, s1d

whereCM is the membrane capacitance, and the intrinsic HH
currents are

IHH„t,Vstd… = gNamstd3hstdfENa − Vstdg + gKnstd4fEK − Vstdg

+ gLfEL − Vstdg. s2d

gNa, gK, andgL are the maximal conductances of the sodium,
potassium, and leak channels, respectively, and theE• are
reversal potentials. All parameter values not specifically
mentioned in the text are listed in the Appendix.

The activation and inactivation variablesYstd
=mstd ,hstd ,nstd satisfy first-order kinetic equations

dYstd
dt

= n†aY„Vstd…f1 − Ystdg − bY„Vstd…Ystd‡, s3d

wheren=10 and,

amsVd =
− 0.32s52 +Vd
e−sV+52d/4 − 1

, bmsVd =
0.28s25 +Vd
esV+25d/5 − 1

,

ahsVd = 0.128e−sV+48d/18, bhsVd =
4

e−sV+25d/5 + 1
,

ansVd =
− 0.032s50 +Vd

e−sV+50d/5 − 1
, bnsVd = 0.5e−s55+Vd/40, s4d

and all voltages are in millivolts. This choice of dynamics is
discussed in the Appendix.

IDC-PNj is a dc current injected into the RA-PNs. It is set
so the autonomous oscillation frequency of the RA-PNs is
15–20 Hz.

The synaptic current due to HVc signals stimulating
glutamate to arrive at NMDA receptors is

IHVc-NMDA„t,Vstd… =
gN

2
SN-HVc„t,VHVcstd…B„Vstd…

3fErev − Vstdg, s5d

wheregN is a maximal conductance, andBsVd is the block of
the NMDA receptor[23,24] due to extracellular magnesium
ions having concentrationfMg2+g

BsVd =
1

1 + 0.288fMg2+ge−0.062V , s6d

andVHVcstd is the voltage of the signal arriving from HVc.
Erev=0 mV is the reversal potential of the excitatory

NMDA synapse, andSN-HVc(t ,Vstd) represents the fraction of
open NMDA receptor channels on the postsynaptic RA-PN.
To achieve the time course of this process on NMDA recep-
tors we use a two-component form forSN-HVc(t ,Vstd):

SN-HVc„t,Vstd… = wHVcSN1-HVc„t,Vstd… + s1

− wHVcdSN2-HVc„t,Vstd…, s7d

where theSNl-HVc(t ,Vstd) l =1,2 satisfy

dSNl-HVc„t,Vst…d
dt

=
1

tNl-HVc

S0„Vpre… − SNl-HVc„t,Vstd…
S1Nl-HVc − 1

, s8d

andS0sVpred is a step function in voltage which rises rapidly
from its value of 0, before an action potential appears in the
presynaptic terminal, to 1 as the action potential arrives, then

FIG. 2. The structure of the RA nucleus in our model. RA pro-
jection neurons(PNs) receive input from both HVc and, through the
AFP, from the LMAN. RA-PNs are coupled with weak excitation.
Populations of RA-PNs project to the syrinx and to the control of
the respiratory system. RA interneurons(INs) also receive input
from both HVc and LMAN. They receive excitatory signals from
the PNs and project back inhibitory couplings. The arborization of
the PNs is broad, and it is estimated that the ratio of PNs:INs is
about 30:1[12]. Here we represent the RA nucleus with two PNs
and one IN. When there is no song input from HVc directly or via
the AFP, the PNs are at rest and the INs oscillate at about
15–30 Hz. The output to DLM interneurons is shown in dotted
lines. The arrows at the end of lines represent excitatory couplings;
the filled circles represent inhibitory coupling.
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falls rapidly back to 0. We represent it in our modeling by

S0sVpred = 0.5h1 + tanhf120sVpre − 0.1dgj, s9d

with Vpre being scaled between 0 and 1 representing arrival
of presynaptic spike.tNl-HVc and S1nl-HVc are two constants
determining the docking and undocking of neurotransmitters
represented bySNl-HVc(t ,Vstd): the neurotransmitter docks
with a time constanttNl-HVcsS1nl-HVc−1d and undocks with a
time constanttNl-HVcS1nl-HVc.

This two-component model is based on observations by
Stark and Perkel[14] who recorded NMDA currents in zebra
finches of several different age groups, including adults.
They fitted these currents with a double exponential decay
function and reported fast and slow time constants and the
percentage contribution of the slow component. To reflect
these measurements we use two processes with different de-
cay time constants. Their measured values for the fast com-
ponent at HVc-RA synapses were 20±7.8 ms and
100±56 ms for the slow component. The slow component
was s68±11d% of the current. For LMAN-RA NMDA syn-
apses, they observed fast and slow time constants of
30±8.6 ms and 140±55 ms, respectively, ands59±4.9d%
slow component.

The synaptic current due to HVc projections to the RA
associated with AMPA receptorsIHVc-AMPA(t ,VRA-PNjstd) is
given by

IHVc-AMPA„t,Vstd… = gRAstdSA„t,VHVcstd…fErev − Vstdg,

s10d

wheregRAstd is the plastic, time-dependent AMPA conduc-
tivity determined by our synaptic plasticity dynamics as
given below, andSA(t ,Vstd) represents the fraction of open
AMPA receptors on the postsynaptic RA-PN. It satisfies

dSA„t,Vstd…
dt

=
1

tA

S0„Vpre… − SA„t,Vstd…
S1A − 1

. s11d

In our model we have takentA=1.4 ms andS1A=15/14 lead-
ing to a glutamate docking time constant of 0.1 ms and an
undocking time constant of 1.5 ms.

The synaptic current due to LMAN signals at NMDA
receptors is

ILMAN-NMDA„t,Vstd… = gNSN-LMAN„t,VLMANstd…B„Vstd…

3fErev − Vstdg. s12d

SN-LMAN(t ,Vstd) represents the fraction of glutamate docked
on the NMDA receptors of the postsynaptic RA-PN. To
achieve the time course of this process on NMDA receptors
we use a two-component form forSN-LMAN(t ,Vstd):

SN-LMAN„t,Vstd… = s1 − wLMANdSN2-LMAN„t,Vstd…

+ wLMANSN1-LMAN„t,Vstd…, s13d

where theSNl-LMAN(t ,Vstd)l =1,2 satisfy

dSNl-LMAN„t,Vstd…
dt

=
1

tNl-LMAN

S0„Vpre… − SNl-LMAN„t,Vstd…
S1Nl-LMAN − 1

.

s14d

tNl-LMAN and S1nl-LMAN are two constants determining the
docking and undocking of the neurotransmitter represented
by SNl-LMAN(t ,Vstd): the neurotransmitter docks with a time
constant tNl-LMANsS1nl-LMAN−1d and undocks with a time
constanttNl-LMANS1nl-LMAN.

In our model we have chosenwHVc=0.21, wLMAN=0.41,
tN1-HVc=19.75 ms, tN2-HVc=99.75 ms, SN1-HVc=20/19.75,
SN2-HVc=100/99.75, tN1-LMAN=29 ms, tN2-LMAN=139 ms,
SN1-LMAN=30/29, andSN2-LMAN=140/139.

The synaptic current due to LMAN projections to the RA
associated with AMPA receptorsILMAN-AMPA(t ,VRA-PNjstd) is
given by

ILMAN-AMPA„t,Vstd… =
gRAstd

10
SA„t,VHVcstd…fErev − Vstdg.

s15d

The relative amounts of NMDA and AMPA receptors at
the HVc→RA and LMAN→RA junctions are suggested by
the measurements of Stark and Perkel[14].

The currentI IN→PNj(t ,VRA-PNjstd) from the IN to the j th
PN is given as

I IN→PNj„t,VRA-PNjstd… = gRA-INS„t,VRA-INstd…

3fErevI − VRA-PNjstdg, s16d

wheregRA-IN is a maximal conductance, andErevI =−80 mV
is the inhibitory reversal potential.S(t ,Vstd) represents the
percentage of open GABA receptors. It satisfies

dS„t,Vstd…
dt

= 0.15
1 − S„t,Vstd…
1 + e−fVstd−10g − 0.2275S„t,Vstd…. s17d

Finally, the synaptic current to thej th PN from other PNs
is given by

IPN→PNj„t,VRA-PNjstd… = gRA-PN o
kÞ j ;k=1

NRA

SA„t,VRA-PNkstd…

3fErev − VRA-PNjstdg, s18d

with gRA-PN another maximal conductance.

C. RA-INs

The RA-INs are at their resting potential when no song
(signal from HVc) is expressed. The membrane voltage of
the IN VRA-INstd is determined by
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CM
dVRA-INstd

dt
= IHH„t,VRA-INstd… + IHVc-NMDA„t,VRA-INstd…

+ IHVc-AMPA„t,VRA-INstd…

+ ILMAN-NMDA„t,VRA-INstd…

+ ILMAN-AMPA„t,VRA-INstd… + IDC-RAIN

+ IPNj→IN„t,VRA-PNjstd…, s19d

with the NMDA and AMPA currents as for the RA-PNs[of
course, usingVRA-INstd in place ofVRA-PNjstd] and

IPNj→IN„t,VRA-PNjstd… = gPNj-INSAst,VRA-PNjd

3fErev − VRA-INstdg, s20d

wheregPNj-IN is the maximal conductance of the excitatory
synaptic current from the RA-PN neurons to the RA-IN, and
IDC-RAIN is a constant dc current injected into the RA-IN
neuron.

This completely describes the model RA nucleus used in
our work. When there is no signal from HVc or LMAN, the
IN is silent at a rest potential of −61.4 mV, and the PNs are
oscillating at 20 Hz. This behavior can be seen in Fig. 3.
When a burst of spikes from HVc arrives(at 475 ms in Fig.
3), the PNs are strongly inhibited by the INs, while the INs
oscillate at a higher frequency in response to the excitation
by the burst. As the RA returns to its “rest” state, the INs
slow down and return to their resting potential.

D. Plasticity in RA

The presence of AMPA and NMDA receptors on RA den-
drites suggests that they will act to induce long-term poten-
tiation or depression(LTP or LTD) through the induction of
postsynaptic Ca2+ elevation[25]. In particular, the induction
of LTP or LTD through the timing of bursts arriving from
HVc and LMAN separated byDT suggests that mechanisms
similar to those operating in spike timing plasticity[15,18]
could be present here. At this time there are no direct mea-
surements of LTP and LTD in the RA cells receiving input
from HVc; however, we proceed on the assumption that the
dynamics of plasticity seen elsewhere when NMDA and
AMPA receptors coexist in a postsynaptic density is appro-
priate here.

The detailed course of biochemical pathways induced on
elevating intracellularfCa2+g in the postsynaptic cells is not
settled at this time[26]. We have introduced a phenomeno-
logical model[15] which attempts to capture the competition
known to exist in these pathways between kinases which
augment AMPA conductivity by direct action on AMPA re-
ceptors or possibly by causing “silent synapses” from a store
in the neuron to be placed into the postsynaptic density and
phosphatases which have the opposite affect. Our model pos-
its two intermediate phenomenological variablesPstd and
Dstd, which satisfy first-order kinetics

dPstd
dt

= fP„Castd − C0…f1 − Pstdg −
Pstd
tP

,

dDstd
dt

= fD„Castd − C0…f1 − Dstdg −
Dstd
tD

, s21d

where each variable has a driving function dependent on the
departure of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration, Castd from
its equilibrium valueC0<100 nM and taken to be of the
form

fksxd =
xL

jL + xL k = P,D, s22d

and tP and tD are time constants for the competing pro-
cesses.

These auxiliary variables are then related to the change in
AMPA conductivity at the RA cells via the nonlinear compe-
tition

1

g0

dgRAstd
dt

= gfPstdDstdh − DstdPstdhg, s23d

whereg0 is a baseline conductivity andg andh are dimen-
sionless constants.

The dynamics of the Ca2+ time course Castd is determined
by

dCastd
dt

=
C0 − Castd

tC
+ CHVc-NMDA„t,Vstd…

+ CHVc-AMPA„t,Vstd… + CLMAN-NMDA„t,Vstd…

+ CLMAN-AMPA„t,Vstd…, s24d

where the first term gives relaxation back to the baseline

FIG. 3. Membrane voltages of neurons in the model RA
nucleus. Before spikes from HVc arrive at the PN and IN cells, the
IN is at rest at −61.4 mV. The PNs are oscillating autonomously at
20 Hz; they are weakly coupled by mutual excitation, but they do
not synchronize. When a burst of five spikes from HVc arrives at
475 ms, the PNs are strongly inhibited and the INs begin spiking at
higher frequency. As the nucleus recovers from this input, the IN
oscillations decrease in frequency. About 250 ms after the arrival of
the HVc signal, the nucleus recovers completely and returns to its
original state.
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concentration of Ca2+,C0, with a time constanttC=28 ms,
and the other terms are Ca2+ flux terms associated with
NMDA and AMPA channels as they receive signals from
HVc and LMAN. The voltageVstd refers to the membrane
potential of the cell where the intracellular Ca2+ is located.

These Ca2+ fluxes are

CHVc-NMDA„t,Vstd… = gNCSN-HVc„t,VHVcstd…

3B„Vstd…fErev − Vstdg,

CHVc-AMPA„t,Vstd… = gACSA„t,VHVcstd…fErev − Vstdg,

CLMAN-NMDA„t,Vstd… = gNCSN-LMAN„t,VLMANstd…BsVstdd

3fErev − Vstdg,

CLMAN-AMPA„t,Vstd… = gACSA„t,VLMANstd…fErev − Vstdg.

s25d

The intracellular voltages and the innervation from HVc
and LMAN determine Castd, and from the phenomenological
model of AMPA conductance changes we determinegRAstd.

This model has been tested against the observations of
LTP and LTD using a variety of induction protocols: spike
timing [18], presentation of high frequency bursts to the
presynaptic terminal[27], and action potentials presented to
the presynaptic terminal when the postsynaptic neuron is de-
polarized at various levels[28]. To our knowledge at this
time there is no direct observation of synaptic potentiation or
depression at the HVc→RA junctions.

When we present a burst of five spikes with interspike
intervals(ISIs) of 2 ms from HVc to this model of the RA
nucleus andDT later present one, three, or five spikes with
the same ISIs from the LMAN, we find, using our plasticity
model along with the observed ratios of NMDA and AMPA
receptors at the HVc and LMAN terminals[14], curves for
the DgRA versusDT dependence such as that presented in
Fig. 4. This result hasNHVc=5,NLMAN=5 spikes, but the re-
sults are essentially the same forNHVc=5 and NLMAN
=1 or 3.

The most striking feature of this result is the zero in
DgRA/g0 nearDT=50 ms. This is the order of the observed
delay of signals from HVc between their direct path to the
RA along a premotor route and their indirect path to the RA
through the AFP. The appearance of this zero is very sugges-
tive of a role for the AFP coupled with observed synaptic
plasticity dynamics as the determinant of HVc→RA synap-
tic strengths. WhenDgRA/g0=0, there is the opportunity for
stability in these connections which would be associated
with stable song since it is the instructions from HVc
through these junctions in the RA that determine the popula-
tion control of tension in the syrinx and the respiratory pres-
sure. At this stage we have no way to establish the stability
of this zero, but in the next sections we will address that.

There is another zero ofDgRA/g0 which is when DT
→`. If one were to lesion nuclei of the AFP, this would
result in this value forDT as no signals could traverse the
AFP from HVc to reach the RA. Lesioning AFP nuclei is
known to result in little change in adult birdsong, so this zero

also has an attractive role in explaining observations in the
song system.

III. THE AFP: STRUCTURE OF NUCLEI AND DT

Our model of the AFP elaborates on structure in the area
X nucleus and the DLM nucleus based on observations about
the excitatory and inhibitory connections within them and on
electrophysiological measurements of cells in each nucleus
[29–34]. Area X will be partly represented by a spiny neuron
(SN) which receives the input from HVc signals. Absent
these signals it is at rest. The other cell in the area X repre-
sentation is an aspiny, fast firing neuron(AF) which oscil-
lates at 15–30 Hz when there is no input from HVc. The
DLM is represented by a projection neuron which receives
inhibition from the AF and projects to the LMAN. There is
also a DLM interneuron which receives input from the RA
and in turn inhibits the DLM-PN.

A. Area X

Our representation of area X is shown in Fig. 5. Two
classes of neuron are observed in area X[29,30]. We discuss
them separately now.

1. The SN neuron

The SN is represented by a standard HH model with Na,
K, and leak currents; a dc current is also present in the
model. The SN receives input from HVc and from LMAN.
The voltage of the SNVSNstd is given by

FIG. 4. Using our biophysical model of synaptic plasticity, we
evaluate the change in AMPA conductivityDgRA/g0 at the HVc
→RA connections due to signals arriving from HVc followed by
signals arriving from the LMANDT later. In this figure the HVc
signal was a burst of five spikes with interspike interval(ISI) of
2 ms. A burst of five spikes with ISI 2 ms arrives from the LMAN
DT later. The zero inDgRA/g0 nearDT<50 ms represents poten-
tially stable plasticity in the RA, and thus a potentially stable set of
connections in the song premotor pathway. Lesions of the AFP
would result inDT→` which is also a region ofDgRA/g0=0.
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CM
dVSNstd

dt
= IHH-AFP„t,VSNstd… + fgHVc-SNSA„t,VHVcstd…

+ gLMAN-SNSA„t,VLMANstd…gfErev − VSNstdg

+ IDC-SN, s26d

where

IHH-AFP„t,Vstd… = gNa8 mAFPstd3hAFPstdfENA8 − Vstdg

+ gK8nAFP„std…4fEK8 − Vstdg + gL8fEL8 − Vstdg
s27d

is the familiar set of HH currents.
The activation and inactivation variablesYAFPstd

=mAFPstd ,hAFPstd ,nAFPstd satisfy

dYAFPstd
dt

= aY„Vstd…f1 − YAFPstdg − bY„Vstd…YAFPstd,

s28d

with

am-AFPsVd =
− 0.1s35 +Vd
e−sV+35d/10 − 1

,

bm-AFPsVd = e−s60+Vd/18,

ah-AFPsVd = 0.07e−sV+60d/20,

bh-AFPsVd =
1

e−sV+30d/10 + 1
,

an-AFPsVd =
− 0.01s50 +Vd

e−sV+50d − 1
,

bn-AFPsVd = 0.125e−s60+Vd/80, s29d

and all voltages are in millivolts.
The various constants appearing here and in other sections

are given in the Appendix.

2. The AF neuron

The membrane voltageVAFstd of the AF neuron is deter-
mined by the standard HH ion currents plus inhibitory input
from the SN and excitation from HVc and from the LMAN:

CM
dfVAFstdg

dt
= IHH-AFP„t,VAFstd… + gSN-AFS„t,VSNstd…ErevI

− VAFstd + IDC-AF + fgHVc-AFSA„t,VHVcstd…

+ gLMAN-AFSA„t,VLMANstd…gfErev-VAFstdg,

s30d

andIDC-AF is chosen so that the AF neuron, absent inhibitory
input from the SN, oscillates at 15–30 Hz.

B. DLM

The DLM also exhibits two classes of neuron[34]. The
first, called type I by Luo and Perkel[32,34], is a projection
neuron which receives inhibition from the AF in area X and
projects excitation to the LMAN. It has characteristics of
thalamic neurons[35,36] including indications of the pres-
ence of the currentIh. These type I cells also exhibit a high
frequency sequence of action potentials when depolarized by
currents of order 100 pA. Luo and Perkel show that it is
probably associated with a Ca2+-dependent current. They
suggest one could expect this from the interaction of the low
threshold Ca2+ current IT with Ih; our model for the type I
cells has both. In addition to the type I cells, which we call
the DLM PNs, there is a type II cell, which we call the DLM
INs. These do not exhibit Ca2+ spikes.

Our model of the DLM is illustrated in Fig. 6. The dashed
line shows the RA→DLM projection we address in the next
section.

1. The DLM projection neuron: Type I

This neuron is taken to satisfy the equation for its mem-
brane voltageVDLMPNstd,

CM
VDLMPNstd

dt
= IHH-AFP„t,VDLMPNstd… + Ihstd + ITstd

+ IAF-DLMPNstd + IDLMIN-DLMPNstd

+ IDC-DLMPN, s31d

where

Ihstd = ghmhstdfEh − VDLMPNstdg,

ITstd = gTmcstdhcstdGHKfVDLMPNstdg,

FIG. 5. The structure of the area X nucleus in our model. Spiny
neurons(SNs) receive input from both HVc and LMAN. In turn the
SN inhibits the aspiny, fast firing neurons(AFs). The AFs project
inhibition to the DLM. When there is no song input from HVc,
theSNs are at rest and the AFs oscillate at about 15–30 Hz. The
arrows at the end of lines represent excitatory couplings; the filled
circles, inhibitory coupling. When the AFs are active, they inhibit
DLM action. On activation the SNs inhibit the AF neurons, and
with the release of AF→DLM, the DLM neurons can rebound and
fire. The HVc→AF connection resets the AF oscillations resulting
in the SN→AF inhibition release of DLM becoming time coordi-
nated with the arrival of a burst from HVc.
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IAF-DLMPNstd = gAF-DLMPNS„t,VAFstd…fErevI − VDLMPNstdg,

IDLMIN-DLMPNstd = gDLMIN-DLMPNS„t,VDLMINstd…

3fErevI − VDLMPNstdg. s32d

In these expressions we have the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
expression

GHKsVd = − V

1 −
fCa2+go

fCa2+gi
e−V/12.9

1 − e−V/12.9 , s33d

where the ratio of extracellular Ca2+, fCa2+go, to intracellular
Ca2+, fCa2+gi, appears. This ratio is taken to be 40 000 in our
calculations.

The activation and inactivation variablesUstd
=mhstd ,mcstd ,hcstd satisfy the first-order kinetic equations

dUstd
dt

=
mU0„Vstd… − Ustd

tU„Vstd…
, s34d

where Vstd is the membrane voltage of the cell, and, with
tUsVd in milliseconds andV in millivolts,

mc0sVd =
1

1 + e−sV+60d/6.2,

tmc
sVd = 0.612 +

1

e−s131+Vd/16.7+ e−s16.8+Vd/12.9,

hc0sVd =
1

1 + es84+Vd/4.03,

thc
sVd = Hes467+Vd/66.6 if V ø − 80 mV,

28 +e−s28.8+Vd/10.2 if V ù − 80 mV,

mh0sVd =
1

1 + esV+75d/5.5,

thsVd = 0.612 +
1

e−sV+131.6d/16.7+ esV+16.8d/18.2. s35d

2. The DLM interneuron: Type II

The membrane potentialVDLMINstd is taken to satisfy the
ordinary HH model with synaptic currents from RA(to be
explored in the next section):

CM
dVDLMINstd

dt
= IHH-AFP„t,VDLMINstd… + IDC-DLMIN

+ IRA-DLMINstd, s36d

with

IRA-DLMINstd = gRA-DLMINo
k=1

NRA

SA„t,VRA-PNkstd…

3fErevI − VDLMINstdg. s37d

C. The LMAN nucleus

The membrane voltage of our LMAN nucleusVLMANstd
(see Fig. 1) is represented by the HH model plus synaptic
input from the DLM:

CM
dVLMANstd

dt
= IHH-AFP„t,VLMANstd… + IDC-LMAN

+ IDLMPN-LMANstd, s38d

with

IDLMPN-LMANstd = gDLMPN-LMANSA„t,VDLMPNstd…

3fErev − VLMANstdg. s39d

D. Determining DT

The description of the neurons in our representation of the
AFP is now complete. In a realistic model of the song system
one would replicate these ingredients many times over to
form a larger network which has the possibility of describing
the heterogeneity of the nuclei in the RA as well as the rich-
ness of the RA. Our focus in this paper is on the dynamics of
each of these copies of the RA and AFP circuitry and their
role in timing of signals arriving at the RA. It is in the spirit
of Kimpo, Theunissen, and Doupe[2] where the nuclei of the
AFP appear to act in a coherent manner in transmitting tim-
ing information about HVc bursts to the RA that we argue
that our, clearly coarse grained, approximation is appropri-
ate.

We treat the HVc nucleus as a signal generator which
produces sparse bursts of spikes. The internal dynamics of
the HVc is set aside now. A burst of five spikes from HVc is
presented to the SN neuron in area X, and using our model of
the AFP, we evaluate the timeDT it takes for the LMAN

FIG. 6. The structure of the DLM nucleus in our model. The
arrows at the end of lines represent excitatory couplings; the filled
circles, inhibitory coupling. The DLM-PN receives inhibitory input
from the area X AF neurons. It projects excitatory processes to the
LMAN. In our model, input from RA excites the DLM INs which
project inhibition to the DLM-PNs.
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nucleus to fire an action potential.DT depends on the param-
eters in the model AFP.

An important parameter in determiningDT is the strength
of the inhibitory connection between the AF neuron in area
X and the projection neuron DLM nucleus,gAF-DLMPN. We
establish a baseline value for this in building the AFP, and
then explore the ratio of this value to the baseline choice; we
call this ratioR=gAF-DLMPN/gAF-DLMPN-Baseline. R is critical in
our model as it is modified by the input from the RA which
we introduce shortly. As input from the RA to the DLM
nucleus comes through exciting the DLM interneuron which
inhibits the DLM projection neuron, the strength of the RA
signal effectively determines the effective strength of the in-
hibition of the DLM projection neuron.

By applying GABA antagonists to nucleus DLM, one can
directly influenceR. This suggests an experiment directly
along the lines of Kimpoet al. [2] which measuresDT as a
function of R.

In Fig. 7 we present a typical time course for the response
of the AFP following presentation of five HVc spikes with
ISI of 2 ms at time 600 ms. Before these spikes arrive at the
SN neuron, the AF is firing periodically at 20 Hz. This “rest-
ing” activity of the AF inhibits the DLM-PN which responds
with small variations around its rest potential of<−65 mV.
The excitation of SN by the arrival of the HVc burst inhibits
AF which, in turn, releases the DLM-PN. AF is also excited
by this HVc burst, and this resets the AF oscillation-
effectively synchronizing the HVc arrival time and the time
of inhibition of the AF by the SN. The DLM-PN then recov-
ers from its hyperpolarized state and fires an action potential
about 67 ms after the HVc burst arrives at SN followed

shortly thereafter, at about 71 ms, by an action potential in
the LMAN. This last action potential corresponds to the cor-
relation observed by Kimpoet al. [2].

Figure 8 explores in a bit more detail what is happening to
make the response of the DLM-PN appear so long after the
action potential in the SN inhibits AF and releases the DLM-
PN. Here we see the burst of five HVc spikes with ISI 2 ms
arrive at time 800 ms. In the top panel we show the spikes at
800 ms as well as the activationmDLMstd and inactivation
hDLMstd variables for the Na channel in the DLM-PN. Be-
cause the DLM-PN is hyperpolarized by the inhibitory action
of the AF periodic firing, it undergoes a slow recovery before
firing an action potential. In the lower panel we show the
DLM-PN and LMAN action potentials associated with this
burst from HVc arriving at the SN. The time delayDT for
this event is<63 ms.

In Fig. 9 we plot the variation ofDT as a function ofR in
our model AFP. It will turn out to be quite important that
both positive and negative slopes appear in this result. The
positive slopes ofDTsRd will be associated with stability in
the synaptic plasticity dynamics at the RA. The value ofR
can be affected by introducing antagonists to the GABA(in-
hibitory) connections within the DLM. In principle, therfore,
one can experimentally explore a curve similar to Fig. 9.

E. The role of inhibition from X \DLM

The inhibition in projections from area X to DLM cells is
well established, and if one looks at the overall block dia-

FIG. 7. The time course of membrane voltages in the AFP neu-
rons after a burst of five spikes with ISI 2 ms arrives at SN from
HVc at time 600 ms. Before the HVc burst arrives at the SN, the
SN is at rest near −66 mV, and AF is oscillating at 20 Hz. AF
activity inhibits the DLM projection neuron which shows small
variations around rest with the same period as the AF. After the
burst from HVc excites the SN, it inhibits the AF, and then the
DLM recovers from its inhibition to fire about 67.5 ms later. The
action potential in the DLM excites the LMAN.

FIG. 8. Upper panel: We show the activity in the DLM-PN of
the Na activation variablemDLMstd and inactivation variable
hDLMstd following a burst of five spikes arriving at the SN(in area
X) at time 800 ms. This indicates that the long time delay associated
with the AFP is manifested in the slow recovery of the DLM-PN
from its hyperpolariztion due to inhibition from the AF neuron in
area X. When this inhibition is released, the DLM-PN responds
with a spike as the activation variable slowly rises from 0 in the
neuron’s hyperpolarized state. Lower panel: We have the same time
axis and show the membrane voltage in the DLM projection neuron
and in the LMAN neuron innervated by the DLM-PN firing. The
DLM-PN fires about 60 ms after the HVc burst arrives at the SN,
and the LMAN neuron fires about 63 ms after the HVc burst inner-
vates the SN.
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gram of the AFP as represented in Fig. 1, we see it is the only
internuclear inhibition in the AFP. It is interesting to ask
what would happen if we replaced this inhibitory coupling
with an excitatory connection. We did that by changing the
reversal potential in the AF→DLM connection from
−75 mV to 0 mV, leaving all else in the circuit the same. A
typical result of this change is seen in Fig. 10 where a burst
of five spikes from HVc with ISI 2 ms arrives at area X at
t=980 ms. The firing of LMAN-PN, and all the other cells
actually, is rather independent of the presence of this inner-
vation from HVc. Clearly, the SN fires immediately upon
this innervation from HVc, but the autonomous oscillations
preceding the HVc burst continue. The membrane voltage of
the AF neuron is not shown, but it exhibits regluar oscilla-
tions away fromt=980 ms.

IV. DYNAMICS WITH COUPLING OF THE RA
AND THE AFP

We now have two, as yet unconnected, results on the dy-
namics of the birdsong system:(1) a time delay ofDT
<50 ms yields a zero in changes in AMPA conductivity at
the AMPA receptors on RA neurons using the observed dis-
tribution of AMPA and NMDA receptors and a biophysically
motivated model of plasticity, and(2) a time delay ofDT
<50 ms arises in a model of the control pathway, the AFP,
when various levels of excitation relative to inhibition in the
AFP loop are considered.

We now wish to connect these two results. Our proposal
for this begins with the question how the RA “knows” that
the AFP has selected a relevant time delayDT, and equiva-
lently how the AFP “knows” the time delay it has selected
has resulted in no further change in synaptic plasticity at the

HVc→RA junctions, and thus alteration of the song pre-
motor pathway and thus the song.

A natural solution to this would be a neural connection
between RA and the AFP which would feedback this infor-
mation to each. There is a known, but physiologically unex-
plored, RA→DLM connection [37–39]. Dave and Margo-
liash [40] and Luo and Perkel[34] have discussed the role of
this RA→DLM connection. Indeed, our attention was drawn
to this connection by Perkel[22]. These authors did not de-
velop the conjectures central to our model concerning the
detailed RA excitatory connection to the DLM-INs(type II
neurons) and then through them via inhibition to the DLM-
PNs (type I neurons). Nor did they draw the quantitative
conclusions resulting from this connection flowing from our
model.

We are not proceeding on solid experimental ground here,
but we have explored the possibility that the RA-PNs project
excitatory connections to the DLM-INs which then project
inhibition to the DLM-PNs. These connections are indicated
by the dashed lines in our graphical representation of the
various nuclei and the HVc,RA,AFP system. The equations
for these connections have all been given in the previous
section.

This connection provides the feedback loop required to
make the simultaneous determination ofgRAstd and DT. We
can argue how, qualitatively, this connection might stabilize
the coupled system. Suppose the parameters of the system,R
and others,are such that if we begin at some initial value of
gRAstd=gRAs0d, one burst of HVc arriving directly at the RA
and arrivingDT later via the AFP leads toDgRA.0. If this
change in DgRA leads to DT.0, namely, the slope
]DT/]gRA.0, then looking at Fig. 4, we see that this would

FIG. 9. The timeDT for a signal to traverse the AFP depends on
the strength of the AF→DLM inhibitory connection. The inhibitory
conductance relative to a baseline value is the ratioR
=gAF-DLMPN/gAF-DLMPN-Baseline. Positive slope inDTsRd is associ-
ated with stability in RA plasticity by the argument given in the
text.

FIG. 10. The AFP output when the synaptic current between the
area X output neuron, AF, is changed from inhibitory to excitatory
by makingVREVI-DLM =0 mV instead of −75 mV. There is a burst of
spikes from HVc at 980 ms, but the autonomous firing of the SN
and other neurons obscures the identification ofDT. The RA neuron
receives many inputs from the PN in the LMAN which are not
associated with an HVc burst because of the oscillations of the AFP
loop. In this calculationR=2.
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tend to lead toDgRA,0, and we might achieve stability. If
the slope were opposite at the selected parameter values, the
opposite effect would occur, and we might anticipate insta-
bility in the coupled system.

The argument couched in terms of the slope]DT/]R
leads to the conclusion that positive values of this slope re-
sult in stabilizing changes inDgRA, while negative slopes
lead to instability. IncreasinggRA increases the level ofinhi-
bition in the AFP because the RA connects to the AFP via
excitation of a neuron, the DLM-IN, which inhibits the
DLM-PN. Thus DgRA.0 is approximately equivalent to
DR.0. TheDTsRd relationship for our model shown in Fig.
9 allows for both stable and unstable dynamics of the con-
ductancegRA. If these qualitative arguments are borne out,
then by changing AFP parameters,R among them, one might
be able to stabilize and destabilize song by using neuro-
modulators to change such critical ratios.

Our first example selectsR=4 in the AFP. We then select
gRAs0d and present a sequence of HVc bursts comprised of
five spikes with ISI 2 ms to both RA and to the SN neuron in
area X. Through our synaptic plasticity rule, we evaluate
DgRAs0d and, keeping R fixed, change gRA to gRAs1d
=gRAs0d+DgRAs0d. By presenting a sequence of HVc bursts,
labeled byN=1,2, . . .,separated by 2000 ms between bursts,
we then define a dynamical mapgRAsNd→gRAsN+1d
=gRAsNd+DgRAsNd. Such maps are quite familiar from the
study of discrete time dynamical systems.

In Figure 11 we show the outcome of iterating this map
for three cases whenR=4: (1) gRAs0d=0.21 with the RA
→DLM-IN connection on, and(2) with that connection
turned off. Then we setgRAs0d=0.28 and recalculategRAsNd
with the RA→DLM coupling on. We see that forR=4 the

dynamical map has a wide basin of attraction within which
gRAsN→`d<0.095. This is a stable fixed point of the map,
and the associatedDT asN→` is 51.67 ms. If we turn off
the RA→DLM connection, these become unstable points for
the plasticity dynamics, and from each initial condition,
gRAsNd grows without bound. Only the growth fromgRAs0d
=0.21 is shown in the figure.

Next we selectedR=10 and performed the same set of
calculations forgRAs0d=0.3 and forgRAs0d=0.4. This time
gRAsN→`d=0.038 and the associatedDT=51.14 ms. Again,
removing the RA→DLM connection destabilizes the sys-
tem. Figure 12 showngRAsNd when the RA→DLM connec-
tion is on.

Finally, selectingR=0.2, where we expect instability from
our qualitative arguments, we see in Fig. 13 thatgRAsNd,
starting atgRAs0d=0.21, systematically decreases. We have
manually cut off this decrease at 0 for biophysical reasons.
This could be built into the plasticity model[19]. Other ini-
tial conditionsgRAs0d over a range of 0.25 to 1.5 behaved the
same way at this value ofR.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the neural dynamics of the song system
as shown in Fig. 1 using anatomical and electrophysiological
information about the structure of the neural nuclei in this
system and the connections among them. Using observations
about the relative amounts of NMDA and AMPA receptors at
the RA junctions of HVc and LMAN projections[14], we
explored the implications of our biophysical model of syn-
aptic plasticity[15]. This indicated that in response to bursts
of spikes from HVc and LMAN separated byDT the changes

FIG. 11. WithR=4 we start the coupled HVc,RA,AFP dynami-
cal system atgRAs0d=0.21 and thengRAs0d=0.28. Each initial con-
dition lies within the same basin of attraction of the mapgRAsNd
→gRAsN+1d, determined by presenting many bursts from HVc
separated by 2000 ms. We seegRAsN→`d<0.095 and by examin-
ing the stable system we findDT=51.67 ms. If we turn off the
RA→DLM connection, the map is unstable andgRAsNd grows
without bound.

FIG. 12. WithR=10 we start the coupled HVc,RA,AFP dynami-
cal system atgRAs0d=0.3 and thengRAs0d=0.4. Each initial condi-
tion lies within the same basin of attraction of the mapgRAsNd
→gRAsN+1d, determined by presenting many bursts from HVc
separated by 2000 ms. We seegRAsN→`d<0.038 and by examin-
ing the stable system we findDT=51.14 ms. If we turn off the
RA→DLM connection, the map is unstable andgRAsNd grows
without bound.
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in AMPA conductivity DgRA would be zero near 40–50 ms.
This is much larger time delay than a similar structure seen
in experiments in mammalian cortex and other preparations
[18,41] where about 10 ms is appropriate. We attribute this
to the specific distribution of NMDA and AMPA receptors at
the RA dendrites.

It was very interesting that this time delayDT
<40–50 ms is also that seen in experiments on correlation
between firing in RA and neural activity in the LMAN[2]
where two significant peaks were seen: one peak in corre-
lated activity was observed for RA firing about 10±3 ms
after LMAN activity, and a second peak where RA is active
about 50±10 ms before LMAN activity. The first peak is
associated with the known excitatory connection from
LMAN to RA [42–44], while the second was identified as
coming from common input from HVc directly to the RA
and through the AFP. This interpretation was strengthened by
the consistency of correlations between HVc and other nuclei
in both [2,10] and elsewhere. The results of Kimpoet al. [2]
are also a strong indication that the nuclei of the song system
act in a coherent fashion suggestive of some intranuclear
synchronization among the many neurons in each nucleus as
well as act coherently in an internuclear manner to propagate
timing information from HVc to RA through two paths.

We then inquired into the operation of the AFP effectively
as a time delay transfer function conveying information to
RA with a delayDT. We found that delays of order 40 to
60 ms were produced by treating each nucleus of the AFP as
a collection of individual HH model neurons with cell prop-
erties known from experiments and synaptic connections as
observed. The time delay depended in an interesting manner
on the relative inhibitory connectionR to the DLM projec-
tion neuron.

Within the AFP model we addressed an addtional ques-
tion: What would happen if the area X→DLM connection
were excitatory instead of inhibitory as observed? This is not
testable experimentally, but we saw that an excitatory area
X →DLM connection leads to regular, apparently autono-
mous firing of the AFP. This is not consistent with the obser-
vations[2] as one might expect.

The plasticity calculations and the AFP time delay calcu-
lations, though interesting and quite suggestive, gave no clue
how the RA and the AFP communicatedDT to each other. To
accomplish this we noted the existence of a connection be-
tween RA and DLM[22,37–39] whose electrophysiological
properties are not explored. Using a conjecture on this con-
nection, namely, that the RA projects excitation to the known
DLM-IN [34] and in its turn this inhibits the DLM-PN which
projects to the LMAN while also receiving input from the
AF in the area X nucleus.

Because strengthening the HVc→RA excitatory connec-
tionsgRA enhances inhibition to the AFP through this conjec-
ture, we anticipated that in regions ofDTsRd with positive
slope, stability in the plasticity dynamics would be seen. In-
deed, we demonstrated this in several examples, and two
were presented in Figs. 11 and 12. It is also shown there that
removing the RA→DLM connection destabilized the HVc
→RA connection as the plasticity rule led to steadily in-
creasinggRA in time measured by the number of HVc bursts,
separated by 2000 ms, presented to the RA and to the AFP.

The network structure we have presented is consistent
both within itself and with observations[2,12,14,34]. Be-
cause it relies on unmeasured properties of the RA→DLM
connection it can be checked in a qualitative manner by elec-
trophysiological and pharmacological measurements at that
connection. Additionally we have suggested thatDT in the
AFP loop [2] can be directly affected by neuromodulators
which alterR and that both positive and negative slopes in
the functionDTsRd should be present.

This suggests the interesting idea that if the song system
uses the connectivity we suggest here, stabilized adult song
could be destabilized by neuromodulators. IfR is changed
from a region wheregRA is stable to one where it is unstable,
such as we enabled in our model and show in Fig. 13, one
could significantly reduce the strength of the HVc→RA cou-
plings and thus significantly alter the song produced because
the instructions from HVc to RA to the songbox would have
altered. This too has not been seen, but is testable.

In our model we bypassed the origin of sparse signaling
from HVc to the RA[10] and let HVc act as a sparse signal
generator projecting to both the RA and area X. We also did
not address the issue of auditory feedback from the songbox
via various pathways back to HVc, and perhaps other song
system nuclei. These need to be addressed to achieve a
deeper understanding of learning and memory in this neural
system, while our results may shed light on how the song is
stabilized within this larger picture.

Finally, as noted in our Introduction, we have chosen to
significantly simplify the birdsong system by representing
each nucleus by at most a few HH model neurons for each
observed cell type within the nucleus. Even this simplifica-
tion leads to the moderately complex model discussed in this
paper as each ion channel and synaptic connection has dy-

FIG. 13. With R=0.2 we start the coupled HVc,RA,AFP dy-
namical system atgRAs0d=0.21. In this case the mapgRAsNd
→gRAsN+1d, determined by presenting many bursts from HVc
separated by 2000 ms drivesgRAsNd to smaller and smaller values.
We have had to manually cut off the decrease ofgRAsNd by impos-
ing a lower bound of 0. This is not built into the model, but could
easily be added[19]. This behavior is seen for all values ofgRAs0d
we examined forRIE=0.2, and our qualitative arguments in the text
suggest this should be so.
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namics of its own. It is possible that many of the represen-
tations of individual neurons could be further simplified, per-
haps using FitzHugh-Nagumo two degree of freedom,
spiking neurons[46] at many of the nodes of our full net-
work. This could not be done at the DLM projection neuron
where the dynamical response of the internal, activation and
inactivation, degrees of freedom play an essential role in
determining the time delayDT in the AFP. We have not
explored a further simplifiction of our model in any detail,
though replacing the LMAN nucleus, for example, by a sim-
plified spiking neuron would not change our results. We
would arrive at a kind of “hybrid” model, however, where a
mixture of simplified spiking neurons and biophysically re-
alistic neurons would both play a role. It is not clear yet
whether this would provide an interesting representation of
the already simplified biological physics of this network. In
connecting the dynamics explored here of the coupled pre-
motor and AFP pathways with the mechanisms for the gen-
eration of song[11] we may need a much larger network for
each nucleus, and then the issue of simplification of the
nodes may become essential.
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APPENDIX

The various constants appearing in the single-
compartment Hodgkin-Huxley(HH) type model neurons, the
synaptic currents, and our synaptic plasticity model are de-
scribed here.

1. RA projection neurons

The kinetics of activation and inactivation of sodium and
potassium currents in our model of RA neurons were modi-
fied from a model of hippocampal pyramidal neurons[45].
We have used faster kinetics to emulate the spiking behavior
of RA projection neurons, in response to synaptic input from
HVc neurons. The following are the parameters used for the
HH type model used for RA projection neurons:CM
=1 mF/cm2, gNa=215 mS/cm2, gK=43 mS/cm2, gL
=0.83 mS/cm2, EL=−65 mV, ENa=50 mV, and EK

=−95 mV. NMDA currents of the synapses from HVc and
LMAN were two-component models which reproduce the
observed fast and slow decay times as seen by Stark and
Perkel[14]. gN=0.75 mS/cm2 represents the strength of the
NMDA synapse from HVc onto the RA which is ten times
the strength of the NMDA synapse onto the RA from
LMAN. The percentage contributions of the fast NMDA
component of the synaptic connections from HVc and
LMAN were wHVc=0.21 andwLMAN=0.41, respectively. The
fast and slow NMDA decay time constants of the synaptic
connections from HVc weretN1-HVc=19.75 ms andtN2-HVc
=99.75 ms, respectively; while those for synaptic connec-
tions from LMAN were tN1-LMAN=29 ms and tN2-LMAN
=139 ms. The constants characterizing rise times for the two
NMDA components for the HVc to RA synapse were
SN1-HVc=20/19.75 andSN2-HVc=100/99.75, while for the
LMAN to RA synapse they wereSN1-LMAN=30/29 and
SN2-LMAN=140/139. The extracellular magnesium concentra-
tion was chosen to befMg2+g=1 mM which is a standard
value [46]. The maximal conductance and reversal potential
of the inhibitory GABAergic synaptic connections from RA
interneurons weregRA-IN=15 mS/cm2 and ErevI =−80 mV.
Weak coupling between the RA projection neurons was char-
acterized bygRA-PN=0.05 mS/cm2 representing the fact that
spontaneous oscillatory behavior of RA projection neurons is
unsynchronized. The dc currentsIDC-PN1= IDC-PN2
=1.93mA/cm2 were required to obtain the approximately 20
Hz spontaneous spiking behavior observed in RA projection
neurons.

2. RA interneurons

The passive and active membrane parameters of the RA
interneuron were the same as those of RA projection neu-
rons: CM =1 mF/cm2, gNa=215 mS/cm2, gK=43 mS/cm2,
gL=0.83 mS/cm2, EL=−65 mV,ENa=50 mV, EK=−95 mV,
wHVc=0.21, wLMAN=0.41, tN1-HVc=19.75 ms, tN2-HVc
=99.75 ms, tN1-LMAN=29 ms, tN2-LMAN=139 ms, SN1-HVc
=20/19.75,SN2-HVc=100/99.75,SN1-LMAN=30/29,SN2-LMAN
=130/129, andfMg2+g=1 mM. The maximal conductance of
the synaptic connections from the RA projection neurons on
to the interneurons wasgPNj-IN=0.01 mS/cm2. The injected
dc current wasIDC-RAIN=1.6 mA/cm2; this is below thresh-
old for spontaneous oscillations of these RA-INs.

3. Area X spiny neurons SN

The kinetics of activation and inactivation of the sodium
and potassium currents in our model of area X spiny neurons
and other AFP neurons were those of Hodgkin and Huxley
[46]. The following parameters were used for the HH model
used to describe area X spiny neurons:CM =1 mF /cm2, gNa
=20 mS/cm2, gK =6.2 mS/cm2, gL=0.03 mS/cm2, EL
=−49.4 mV,ENa=50 mV, EK =−99 mV. The maximal con-
ductances of the synaptic connection from HVc and LMAN
weregHVc-SN=gLMAN-SN=0.4 mS/cm2. These are adjusted so
a spike in HVc/LMAN is propagated to the SN with delay of
the order of 3–5 ms. The injected dc current wasIDC-SN=
−0.55mA/cm2; this is below threshold for oscillation.
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4. Area X aspiny fast firing neurons AF

The passive and active membrane parameters of the HH
model representing AF neurons were the same as those for
SN neurons: CM =1 mF/cm2, gNa=20 mS/cm2, gK
=6.2 mS/cm2, gL=0.03 mS/cm2, EL=−49.4 mV, ENa
=50 mV, EK =−99 mV. The dc, current IDC-AF
=−0.146mA/cm2 was adjusted so the AF neuron spontane-
ously spikes at about 20 Hz. The maximal conductance of
the GABAergic synaptic connection from the SN was
gSN-AF=gI mS/cm2, wheregI =gERIE, gE=0.4 mS/cm2, and
RIE varies as indicated in the text.

5. Type I DLM neuron, DLM-PN

The passive parameters and sodium and potassium cur-
rents of the type I DLM neuron were the same as those of
other AFP neurons:CM =1 mF/cm2, gNa=20 mS/cm2, gK
=6.2 mS/cm2, gL=0.03 mS/cm2, EL=−49.4 mV, ENa
=50 mV, andEK =−99 mV. In addition, these neurons con-
tain the hyperpolarization-activated currentIh and the low
threshold Ca2+ current IT. The maximal conductances ofIh
and IT were chosen asgh=0.045 mS/cm2 and gT
=3.775310−5 mS/cm2, respectively. The equilibrium ratio
of extracellular to intracellular calcium was taken to be
fCa2+go/ fCa2+gi =40 000 [23]. The maximal conductance of
the GABAergic synaptic connection from the type II DLM
neuron wasgDLMIN-DLMPN=4.0 mS/cm2, and the maximal
conductance of the GABAergic synaptic connection from the
AF was gAF-DLMPN=gI mS/cm2, where gI =gERIE, gE
=0.4 mS/cm2, andRIE varies as indicated in the text.

6. Type II DLM neuron, DLM-IN

The passive and active membrane parameters of the type
II DLM neuron were the same as those of spiny, AF, and
LMAN neurons: CM =1 mF/cm2, gNa=20 mS/cm2, gK
=6.2 mS/cm2, gL=0.03 mS/cm2, EL=−49.4 mV, ENa

=50 mV, and EK =−99 mV. The injected dc current was
IDC-AF=−0.55mA/cm2. The maximal conductance of the
synaptic connections from the RA projection neurons was
gRA-DLMIN=4.0 mS/cm2. The value of this coupling term was
chosen so activity changes in the RA projection neurons are
rapidly transmitted to DLM type II inhibitory neurons
through the excitatory coupling.

7. LMAN neuron

The role for the LMAN in this model is just to act as a
relay neuron transmitting the response of DLM firing timings
back to the RA as output of the AFP loop. The parameters of
the HH model for the LMAN are the same as those used for
other AFP neurons:CM =1 mF/cm2, gNa=20 mS/cm2, gK
=6.2 mS/cm2, gL=0.03 mS/cm2, EL=−49.4 mV, ENa
=50 mV, and EK =−99 mV. The injected dc current was
IDC-LMAN=−0.55mA/cm2, while the maximal conductance
of the synaptic connections from the type I DLM neuron was
gDLMPN-LMAN=0.04 mS/cm2.

8. Synaptic plasticity model

Our model of synaptic plasticity at HVc-RA synapses was
the same model we have used previously[15]. The intracel-
lular Ca2+ concentration was scaled to the equilibrium resting
value C0=100 nM, for convenience. The Ca2+ decay time
constant was set totC=28 ms, rather than 80 ms as in our
earlier paper, to better approximate recent experimental data
[47]. The parameters of our plasticity model were taken from
our earlier results[15]: the decay time constants for our phe-
nomenological variablesPstd and Dstd were tP=10 ms and
tD=30 ms, respectively. The constants in the driving func-
tions of Pstd andDstd areL=4, M =8, andj=6.75. The con-
stants in our nonlinear competition betweenPstd and Dstd
wereg=1 andh=4. The constants controlling the influx of
Ca2+ through NMDA and AMPA receptors at the HVc-RA
synapses weregNC=0.057 mV−1 and gAC=10−6 mV−1, re-
spectively.
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